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Summary
The vibration of a cylindrical shell is generated due to elastic waves propagating on the shell. The
wave propagation is governed by a dispersion relation. The assumption of a thin shell allows the
dispersion relation to be separated into three relations related to the propagation of flexural waves
and two types of membrane waves. Above the ring frequency, those waves are clearly identified as
flexural, shear and longitudinal waves. Below the ring frequency, the characteristics of those
waves are identified with dependency of the direction of wave propagation. In this paper the
dispersion relations are obtained theoretically and experimentally at two frequencies above and
below the ring frequency. The experimental results of the dispersion relations have been obtained
by using wavenumber analysis of in-plane surface vibration data obtained experimentally on a
point-excited cylindrical shell. Those are compared with the theoretical results. The obtained
dispersion relations are analysed to identify the characteristics of waves propagating on the
vibrating cylindrical shell at frequencies around the ring frequency.
PACS no. 43.40+s

1.

Introduction1

The vibration of a cylindrical shell is generated due
to elastic wave propagation on the shell. In order to
understand vibration characteristics of the shell, it is
necessary to understand the characteristics of elastic
wave propagation on the shell. The basic idea [1]
was introduced that waves propagating on a pointexcited cylindrical shell behave like waves
propagating in a two-dimensional unbounded
homogeneous anisotropic medium with excitation
forces that are periodic in the transverse direction.
The idea was used the to analyze the wave
propagation on the cylindrical shell in [2]. The
numerical results yielded the implication that major
features of the thin plate model's prediction could
hold relatively well, down to frequencies as low as
twice the ring frequency of the cylindrical shell.
The wave propagation on a cylindrical shell well
below the ring frequency including a fluid-loading
was examined in [3]. The general frequency
characteristics of dispersion relation of elastic
waves propagating on a vibrating cylindrical shell
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was studied in [4].
There is a significant change of characteristics of
waves propagating on a cylindrical shell around the
ring frequency. In this paper, the characteristics of
elastic waves propagation on the shell around the
ring frequency has been analyzed theoretically and
experimentally. The assumption of a thin shell
allows the dispersion relation to be separated into
three relations related to the propagation of flexural
waves and two types of membrane waves. Above
the ring frequency, those waves are clearly
identified as flexural, shear and longitudinal waves.
Below the ring frequency, the characteristics of
those waves are identified with dependency of the
direction of wave propagation. The dispersion
curves are obtained theoretically and experimentally
at two frequencies above and below the ring
frequencies. Those correspond to two and three
curves below and above the ring frequency,
respectively. The theoretical and experimental
results of the dispersion curves are compared each
other and are analysed to identify the characteristics
of waves propagating on the vibrating cylindrical
shell at frequencies around the ring frequency.
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2.

Theooretical 2An
nalysis

2.1

Dynaamic equatioon and disp
persion
relation

amp
plitude of thee axial displaacement com
mponent, thatt
is related
r
to waaves propagaating in the direction off
the wavenumber vector withh the angle as

The vibratioon of the cyylindrical sheell with nom
minal
radius a annd thickness h is describ
bed in term
ms of
displacemennt vector V with
w compon
nents of u, v and
in radiall (r), circum
mferential ( ) and axiall (z)
directions in Figure 1. The displaccement field can
be describeed using Doonnell’s thin
n shell dynaamic
equation [5]] that takes thhe form as

̃

̃

̃

̃ .

3

Herre ̃ and ̃ denote thhe unit vecctor in thee
corrresponding direction. T
The algebraiic equationss
gov
verning the complex am
mplitudes
,
and
are obtained fro
om equation 1 as
0
= 0

1

(4))

is th
he linear opeerator matrix obtained byy
wheere
app
plying the Fourier integrral into the equation 1..
denotes the Fourier trannsform of thee radial pointt
forcce.
Forr a nontriv
vial solutionn of equattion 4, thee
deteerminant of the
t coefficiennt matrix sho
ould be zero
as
, ,
dett
1
Ω Ω
Ω
2
1
1
2
2
3
Ω
Ω
Figure 1. Cyllindrical shelll excited by a point force

o
[6]. denotes the
where is a linear operator
′. The exciiting
external forrce vector appplied at
force at anggular frequenncy ω generaates vibratioon of
the shell. Thhe vibration of the shell is generatedd due
to propagattion of elastiic wave. Th
his physical idea
allows the response to be taken ass spatial Fouurier
integral [7]. The axial component of displacem
ment
vector, forr example, with the supressed ttime
dependent
, is expressed as
u φ, z, ω
1
2

,

2

where
annd n correspoond to the ax
xial wavenum
mber
and the circcumferential mode as
withh the
circumferenntial wavenuumber
, reespectively. The
Fourier trannsform
c
corresponds
mplex
to the comp

Ω

0.
0

(55)

Herre the dimensionless freqquency Ω ω/ wheree
/
1⁄
/ 1
denotess the ringg
freq
quency of th
he cylinder. , and ν co
orrespond too
You
ung’s modu
ulus, densityy and Poissson’s ratio,,
resp
pectively. Equation 5 iis called thee dispersionn
relaation which governs
g
the w
wave propag
gation on thee
vibrrating cylind
drical shell. H
Here it is alsso called thee
exaact dispersion
n relation.
2.2
2

Analysiss of dispersiion relation

Waave propagatiion of the w
waves is goveerned by thee
disp
persion relatiion in equatiion 5. The waves
w
consistt
of propagating
p
waves and exponentiallly decayingg
wav
ves, that aree determineed with dep
pendency onn
natu
ure of roots of thee dispersio
on relation..
Pro
opagating waaves include flexural an
nd two typess
of membrane
m
waves.
Forr thin shells with
w h/a 1/2
/20 (or ϵ
/ 12
2.1

10

[8],, the functionn D is factoreed [2,4] to

≃

6

wheere
Ω
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0.94 with ν 0.28.
which corresponds to Ω
But at Ω
Ω those take the opposite forms as

8

Here,
;

(9)

Ω Ω
1
Ω

where
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3
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1
1
1
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Ω

4

1

2
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Ω
1

Ω

2

2 3

4

Ω

4 1
4 1

4 1

.

Here
corresponds to the dimensionless
0 gives the dispersion
wavenumber.
relation for flexural waves. The factor
is
independent of the parameter ϵ , i.e. thickness h.
0,
0 correspond
to
the
dispersion relations of the different type of
membrane waves.
Considering the high frequency limit as Ω ≫ 1, the
factor can be approximated as
≃
≃Ω
≃

Ω

Ω

(11)
(12)
. (13)

,

(14)

Ω

1
2

2 1

15

Ω

at Ω

It indicates that the waves, being represented by
0 and propagating in the axial direction in
low frequency limit, correspond to the longitudinal
waves with the phase velocity
/ /
corresponding to so-called “bar-velocity”.
For waves propagating in the circumferential
/2 ,
and
in
direction (
equation 9 take the forms
Ω
2
1

1

1
1

2

/

18

1
Ω

22
1
2

23

and
are associated with the
dispersion relations to longitudinal and shear waves,
respectively. The more analysis about the dispersion
relation can be referred in [4, 9].

Experimental Analysis

Fourier transform
in equation 2, i.e. the
complex amplitude of waves propagating on the
cylindrical shell, can be expressed in terms of the
axial displacement component as
,ω
1
2

Ω where
Ω

21

1

3.

For waves propagating in the axial direction
(
0 ,
and
in equation 9 take the
forms [4]
2
1
Ω
16
1
2
Ω Ω
1
17
1
Ω

20

2

0 in equation (16) and
0
Here
in equation (20) correspond to the dispersion
relation of plates. Therefore, for waves propagating
in the axial direction (
0 ) at Ω
Ω ,
and
are related to the dispersion
relation of shear and longitudinal waves,
respectively. However those are related to
longitudinal and shear waves, respectively, at Ω
in
Ω . In low frequency limit (Ω ≪ 1),
equation 17 is approximated by

0,
0 and
0 correspond
to the dispersion relation of flexural, longitudinal
and shear waves, respectively. Those can be
approximated for moderate values of Ω as
Ω

19

1

Ω

1

Ω

1

Ω

2

2

10

;

1

, ,

24

It means that the amplitudes of waves propagating
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̃
in the direction of waveenumber vecctor
̃ can bee evaluated if
i the vibration field datta is
experimentaally measureed on the cylindrical
c
sshell
and is proceessed with eqquation 24.
The experim
mental modeel is a finite cylindrical
c
sshell
made of staainless steel. The dimenssions of the sshell
are: a=0.0776m, h=1.5m
mm, L=0.93
3m. In ordeer to
approximatte the free-ffree boundarry conditionns at
both ends oof the shell, the shell waas held betw
ween
two aluminnium end caps with four uniforrmly
spaced piecces of neoprrene along each
e
end off the
shell as shoown in Figuure 2. The sh
hell was exccited
by a piezoeelectric shakeer located in
nside of the sshell
and 0.32L above the bottom of the shell. The
shaker wass driven at 18,275 Hz ( 1.65 Ω and
9,238 Hz ( 0.84 Ω . The
T scanning laser Dopppler
vibrometry system waas used to measure
m
thee inplane vibrration of the shell. The detaailed
description about the experimental
e
l system cann be
found in [99,10]. Two different wave fields w
were
generated oon the regioons of the shell
s
above and
below the eexcitation pooint. The axiial displacem
ment
was measurred at 32 32
3 points on
n the surfac e of
the shell abbove the exciitation point..

4.

Results

ure 3. Wave spectrum
s
of thhe experimenttal axial
Figu
disp
placement fields measuured at (a) 9,238
9
Hz (
0.84
4
and b 18,275
1
Hz ( 1.65 .

Figure 2. Poiint-excited expperimental cylindrical shelll

The data off experimenttal axial disp
placement onn the
shell was processed by means of sp
patial FFT uusing
equation 244. The magnnitude of the correspondding
Fourier trannsform
caan be expressed in a thhreedimensional picture foor the waveenumber reggion.
m the
This result is called a wave specctrum. From
wave specttrum, we caan find the magnitude and
types of waaves occurrinng at the exciitation frequeency,
and also caan estimate the dispersion relation s of
waves.

ure 4. Com
mparison betw
ween the wave
w
numberr
Figu
reco
onstruction frrom the expperimental daata ( o ) andd
resu
ults from the theoretical
t
exxact dispersion
n relation (-)::
(a) 9,238
9
Hz ( 0.84
0
and b 18,275 Hz ( 1.65 .
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The dispeersion curvves represeented by the
dispersion rrelation can be evaluated
d from the peeaks
in the wavve spectra above
a
and below the ring
frequency iin Figure 3. Figure 4 sho
ows comparrison
of the experrimental resuult for the dispersion cuurves
with the ttheoretical prediction
p
for
f
the eexact
dispersion relation in equation 5. It shows ggood
agreement between thhe measured
d and prediicted
dispersion ccurves. Thee dispersion curve in Figgure
4(a) shows one of low frequency characteristiccs of
a figure-8 sshaped dispeersion curvee below the ring
frequency Ω 1 . The
T
disperssion curvess in
Figure 4(bb) show thaat one of high frequeency
characteristtics of circlee shaped diispersion cuurves
that represeent waves proopagating on
n a plate.

Figu
ure 5. In Figure
F
5(a) the flexurall waves aree
cleaarly identifieed as small circles on the top andd
botttom portions of the figgure 8 curvee which aree
defi
fined by prop
pagation anglle
defined
d by
|

|

25

Figu
ure 6. Compaarison betweenn of the exactt approximatee
d i s p e r s io n currves represennted by
0 (-) and thee
persion curvees represented
d by
approximate disp
0 x and
0 ∘ at
a (a) 10,8099
0 ∙ ,
Hz ( 0.98 ) an
nd (b) 12,1333 Hz ( 1.1 .

Figure 5. Coomparison beetween of thee exact disperrsion
curves repreesented by
0 (-) and the approxim
mate
dispersion ccurves r e p r e s e n t e d b y
0 ∙
,
0 x and
0 ∘ at
a (a) 9,2388 Hz
( 0.84 ) aand (b) 18,2775 Hz ( 1.65 .

The characcteristics off the disperssion relationn in
Figure 4 arre more cleaarly identified by compaaring
the exact diispersion cuurves represeented by
0
with the appproximate dispersion curves represennted
by
0,
0 and
0
in

(= 20.7 ° for Ω
wheere
0.84 and ν 0.28 is deterrmined from
m equation 7..
0 forr
Thee dispersion curves reprresenting
mem
mbrane wav
ves form thee center of the
t figure-8..
Tho
ose curves form twoo open currves whichh
app
proximately resemble paarabolas. Those
T
wavess
hav
ve characteristics for proopagation neear the axiall
direection: sheaar waves below Ω
0.94 forr
ν 0.28 , and longitud
udinal wavees betweenn
Ω
0.94 for 0.28 and Ω
0.96 fo
or ν 0.28 .
In other
o
directiions up to thhe direction
n defined byy
| |
, those are assocciated with
h membranee
wav
ves whose phase
p
veloccities are much smallerr
than
n the speed
ds of eitherr longitudin
nal or shearr
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waves propagating in the axial direction. Above
the ring frequency the waves governed by
0 correspond to longitudinal waves.
0
The dispersion curve representing
forms an inner closed curve. Those waves have
characteristics for propagation near the axial
0.94
direction: longitudinal waves below Ω
for ν 0.28 , and shear waves above Ω . Above
the ring frequency Ω 1 , the waves governed
by
0 correspond to shear waves,
respectively.
Figure 6(a) and (b) show the characteristics of the
dispersion relations at dimensionless frequency
Ω 0.98 and Ω 1.1 just below and above the
ring frequency ( Ω 1 , respectively. Figure 6(a)
shows that the dispersion curve representing
0 does not exist between
Ω
0.96 for ν 0.28 and the ring frequency Ω 1 .
When waves spread with energy out from the
source point over a plate made of homogeneous
isotropic elastic material, the wave fronts form
circles. The waves propagating on the cylindrical
shell made of homogeneous isotropic elastic
material resembles the waves propagating on the
plate quite higher than the ring frequency. However,
the waves on the shell have the anisotropic nature of
propagation at low frequencies up to frequencies
somewhat higher than the ring frequency. The
figure-8 of the dispersion curve is one of typical
examples which shows the anisotropic nature of
propagation. The outward normal direction to the
dispersion curve at any given point gives the group
velocity direction, or the direction at which energy
flows, for a wave with the corresponding
wavenumber and phase velocity direction. Thus, the
less circular the wavenumber curve becomes, the
more anisotropic the wave propagation on the shell
are. The further detailed research about the
anisotropic characteristics of waves on the
cylindrical shells is underway.

5.

Conclusions

In this paper, the characteristics of elastic wave
propagation on the shell around the ring frequency
have
been
analyzed
theoretically
and
experimentally. The assumption of a thin shell
allowed the dispersion relation to be separated into
three relations related to the propagation of
flexural waves and two types of membrane waves.
Those relations have been used to identify the
characteristics of the dispersion curves which have
been obtained theoretically and experimentally.
The dispersion curves correspond to two and three

curves below and above the ring frequency,
respectively. Above the ring frequency, three
dispersion curves have been clearly identified to be
those of flexural, shear and longitudinal waves,
respectively. Below the ring frequency, the
characteristics of two dispersion curves have been
identified with dependency of the direction of
wave propagation. Those results have been
effectively used to identify the characteristics of
waves propagation on the cylindrical shell around
the ring frequency.
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